



VoiCe anD BoDy aS tHe SuBjeCt of reSearCH: a VieW froM 
MuSiCology
Building upon Nicholas Cook’s standpoint that music should be viewed through 
the prism of performance, as well as on Richard Leppert’s viewpoint that 
“whatever else music is about, it is inevitably about the body”, in this text I 
address questions of voice and body in music and musicology. As Cook writes, 
musicology had been established as a discipline that is focused on the musical 
text, and it is because of that “habit of thought” that musicology is not completely 
capable of or equipped to engage fully with music as performance. However, 
in the last few decades, the discipline has started to open itself to performance 
studies, posing a number of questions that undermine and critically examine 
traditional dichotomies such as mind–body, thought–voice, philosophy–music, 
man–woman, text–performance, composer–performer. In line with these new 
tendencies in the science of music, this text will offer a view on the history of 
voice and body musicology in the Western world, with particular attention given 
to musicological contributions which have emerged in recent decades. These 
include studies written by Richard Leppert (The Sight of Sound, 1993), Hannah 
Bosma (The Electronic Cry: Voice and Gender in Electroacoustic Music, 2013), 
Nicholas Cook (Beyond the Score: Music as Performance, 2013), and Jelena 
Novak (Postopera: Reinventing the Voice-Body, 2015). These authors have 
posed critical (re)interpretations of the position and representation of body and 
voice in music made in the modern history of the West as their primary task. 
Their scientific contributions, as I strive to show in this paper, point to the routes 
which musicology could take in light of the dominant contemporary demand for 
performance.
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